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Abstract. A coherence-controlled holographic microscope (CCHM) enables quantitative phase imaging with coherent as well as incoherent illumination. The low spatially coherent light induces a coherence gating effect, which makes observation of samples possible also through scattering media. The paper describes theoretically and simulates numerically imaging of a two-dimensional object through a static scattering layer by means of CCHM, with the main focus on the quantitative phase imaging quality. The authors have investigated both strongly and weakly scattering media characterized by different amounts of ballistic and diffuse light. It is demonstrated that the phase information can be revealed also for the case of the static, strongly scattering layer. The dependence of the quality of imaging process on the spatial light coherence is demonstrated. The theoretical calculations and numerical simulations are supported by experimental data gained with a model phase object, as well as living carcinoma cells treated in an optically turbid emulsion. © The Authors.

1 Introduction

Imaging through scattering media is an important task in biomedical as well technical research and applications. It is solved by various methods based on, e.g., wavefront shaping, speckle correlations, inverse scattering, time gating or optical coherence tomography, which can reveal information about the object.

In recent decades, digital holographic microscopy based on transmission mode has made quantitative phase imaging (QPI) of living cells and other phase objects possible, and its potential and applications are further investigated. At the same time, it has been demonstrated that digital holography makes possible imaging of objects also through scattering media. The techniques are often based on a coherence gating effect and utilization of ballistic light. The aim is to sort out non-scattered (ballistic) or slightly scattered (snake-like) light to construct a high-quality image, e.g., using the first arriving light method for pulse laser or spatial filtering of c-w lasers with coherent light. Recently, the possibility of imaging by means of a coherent light through a flowing turbid medium based on a Doppler frequency shift and through a quasistationary turbid medium by multiple holographic acquisitions was studied. A combination of digital holography with two-point intensity correlation or phase-shifting digital holography using temporally low-coherence light to recover the phase information through a scattering medium was also presented.

Imaging through scattering media is possible also by means of spatially incoherent light as reported by Leith. The coherence-controlled holographic microscope (CCHM) makes possible imaging through a flowing turbid as well as static scattering medium D by means of the spatially incoherent light, utilizing ballistic and diffuse light. The microscope is a two-arm, off-axis holographic system with a halogen lamp as a source [see Fig. 1(a)]. The temporal and spatial coherence of light can be modified by interference filter IF and by a changeable size of an aperture A. Thus, the quality of the image information can also be changed. The system is particularly used in the spatially incoherent regime. Besides the benefits of better resolution and no speckles in the image, observation through a scattering layer or medium is then possible due to the coherence gating effect. A point object imaging through a diffuse layer was theoretically described recently. It was shown that the image can be taken only locally invariant. The experiments were carried out with an amplitude object, and it was demonstrated that the imaging of a two-dimensional (2-D) amplitude object is possible not only by means of ballistic light, but also by means of diffuse (scattered) light. However, neither theoretical nor experimental study of the influence of the scattering layer on the phase information was performed and discussed.

This paper proves the possibility of QPI of 2-D phase objects through a static phase scattering layer by means of CCHM. The imaging of an object with defined phase is numerically as well as experimentally evaluated for weak and strong diffuse layers. The paper shows that the phase values can be quantitatively reconstructed, however, in some cases in a restricted region.
only. The authors demonstrate here the benefits of the spatially incoherent light for the imaging, especially for the case of strong diffusers. Finally, a time-lapse experiment with a 4-mm-thick layer of turbid medium demonstrates the possibility to observe living cells through scattering media.

2 Two-Dimensional Object Imaging Through a Scattering Layer—Mathematical Description

The three-dimensional imaging properties of the CCHM [Fig. 1(a)] have been already presented in detail. The optical model was simplified in the calculations; only the condenser and objective lenses were assumed. The calculations were based on the Fourier optics concept, assuming elastic and linear scattering. Moreover, a point object imaging through a thin 2-D diffuse layer was discussed there in the parabolic approximation.

This study investigates observation of a 2-D object placed in front of a thin diffuse layer, in the paraxial approximation. The light is supposed to be quasi-monochromatic with a central wavelength \( \lambda \), however spatially incoherent. According to the microscope arrangement, interference of the object and reference beams is recorded at the output plane. The information about the object amplitude and phase is carried in the mixed term of the interference law.

According to Chmelik et al., imaging of a single point placed in the position \( r_{S0} = (x_S, y_S) \) at the object plane through a single, thin scattering layer at a distance \( z_D \) behind the object plane [Fig. 1(b)] can be expressed by the function

\[
W_D(r_x, r_y, z_D, r_f) = s^*(r_x - r_y) P_D(r_x, r_y, z_D, r_f).
\]

Function \( s(r) \) depends on the optical properties of the reference arm and the coherence properties of the source. It represents the mutual intensity function of the source. Then,

\[
s(r) = \frac{2J_1(\mu)}{\mu},
\]

with \( \mu = 2\pi(NA_S/\lambda)|r_f| \), \( NA_S \) is the minimum of the numerical apertures of the source, condenser lens, and objective lens in the reference arm, and affects the degree of the spatial coherence. The width of the peak of \( s(r) \) decreases with increasing \( NA_S \), which is equivalent to decrease of the spatial coherence. Function \( p_D(r_f) \) in Eq. (2) is related to imaging of the sample through the object arm and has the following form:

\[
P_D(r_x, r_y) = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} p_0 \left( r_x - r_{S0} + Q_{D1} z_D - r_f \right) T_D(Q_{D1}) \times \exp \left[ -i2\pi z_D Q_{D1}^2 + i2\pi Q_{D1} \cdot r_f \right] d^2Q_{D1}.
\]

According to Chmelik et al., the function \( p_0(r_f) \) is for the assumption of small angles propagation described by \( p_0(r_f) = [2J_1(\nu)]/\nu \), where \( \nu = 2\pi(NA/\lambda)|r_f| \), \( NA \) is the numerical aperture of the objective lens in the object arm, and \( K = 1/\lambda \). Function \( T_D \) represents the angular spectrum of the complex transmission function \( t_D(r_{D1}) \) of the 2-D diffuse layer defined by the Fourier transform.
Here, $Q_{Dt}$ is a scattering vector of the diffuse layer and $r_{Dt} = (x_D, y_D)$ is the vector of coordinates in the diffuser plane. According to Eqs. (1) and (3) and the diffuser properties defined by $t_D(r_{Dt})$, the image $w_D$ of a point object depends on the point object position $r_{St}$. The imaging is not spatially invariant; therefore, the function cannot be understood as an impulse response function. However, imaging can be considered to be locally isoplanatic (linear and spatially invariant). The stronger the scattering properties of the diffuse layer, the more significant the shape change of $w_D$ and the smaller the region of its spatial invariance.

Imaging of a 2-D object defined by a transmission function $t_S(r_{St})$ through a scattering layer can be described by the integral

$$u(r_f) = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} t_S(r_{St}) w_D(r_f, r_{St}, z_D, r_{Dt}) d^2r_{St}. \quad (5)$$

The mutual intensity $s(r_f)$ [Eq. (3)] involved in $w_D$ in Eq. (5) reflects the degree of spatial coherence. In the case of spatially incoherent light, $s(r_f)$ exhibits a significant narrow peak and acts as a filter of function $p_D(r_f)$ [see Eq. (1) and Fig. 1(c)]. The light from a certain object point therefore interferes only with the light from the corresponding point of the reference object plane (the so-called coherence gating effect). Due to it, the image can be created by ballistic (for $r_f = 0$) as well as by diffuse light ($r_f \neq 0$) in the presence of diffuse medium. In the case of a high spatial coherence, when $NA_S \rightarrow 0$, the function $s(r_f)$ is almost constant and equal to 1 and no filter effect occurs. The light from all points of the reference and image plane then interferes without restriction and speckles are created. The image of a single point object [Eq. (1)] is then determined by $p_D(r_f)$ [Eq. (3)] completely.

3 Two-Dimensional Phase Object Imaging Through a Scattering Layer—Numerical Simulation

Numerical simulation of a 2-D phase object imaging through a scattering layer was based on Eq. (5). The function $w_D$ in Eq. (5)
was numerically calculated in MATLAB® for every point of the object plane and for the defined $z_D$ and $r_f$ (local invariance was not factored in). It represented a four-dimensional transmission matrix between the input and output planes. If necessary, the calculated phase of the image $u(r_f)$ was unwrapped using the MATLAB® unwrap function. In case it failed, Goldstein unwrapping algorithm was used.

The complex transmission function $t_D(r_D)$ of the diffuser was designed with regard to the diffuser properties used in the experimental part. It was modeled by a phase function defined by a matrix of $N \times N$ squared facets with the side length $d = \lambda/4$ and random phase shifts $\varphi_D$: 

$$t_D(x_D,y_D) = \sum_{j=-J}^{J} \sum_{k=-J}^{J} \exp(i\varphi_D(j,k)) \delta(x_D-jd) \delta(y_D-kd) * \text{rect}(\frac{x_D}{d}) \text{rect}(\frac{y_D}{d}).$$  (6)

The symbol * denotes a convolution here, $J = (N-1)/2$, and the rectangle function “rect” is defined as $\text{rect}(x) = 1$ for $|x| < d/2$, $\text{rect}(x) = 0.5$ for $|x| = d/2$, otherwise, it is zero. The phases $\varphi_D(j,k)$ generated randomly by the computer were characterized by a Gaussian statistical distribution with a standard deviation $\sigma_D$. It means that various diffuser realizations generated with the same $\sigma_D$ were different. This study presents two diffusers simulated with $N = 800$, $\lambda = 0.65 \mu m$ and defined by standard deviation $4\pi/5$ and $9\pi/5$ rad. They differ by the amount of ballistic and diffuse light. The first diffuser (denoted as a weak one) transmits a significant amount of the ballistic (unscattered) light with regard to the diffuse (scattered) light. The second diffuser (denoted as a strong one) scatters into all directions without preference of the ballistic light direction.

A numerical simulation of imaging of a 2-D object with the phase $\varphi_S = \arg[u(r_f)]$, Fig. 2(a), through a scattering layer placed $z_D = 3 \text{ mm}$ behind the object by means of CCHM is shown in Fig. 2. The authors considered numerical aperture of the objective lenses and of the source NA = NA_S = 0.25, $\lambda = 0.65 \mu m$. In Fig. 2(e), a weak diffuser with $\sigma_D = 4\pi/5$ rad is used and reconstructed phase $\varphi = \arg[u(r_f)]$ is shown. In the case of weak diffusers, the ballistic (unscattered) light is significant in comparison to the diffuse light. Therefore, the best image is formed always by the ballistic light. The fine details of the image can be lost because of the signal-to-noise ratio decrease; however, the quality of the image is comparable to imaging without a diffuser and the image can be obtained without difficulties.

In contrast, the quality of imaging with ballistic and diffuse light is similar in the case of strong diffusers, and mostly so noisy that the phase cannot be unwrapped. However, a proper mutual shift $r_f \neq 0$ of the images formed by the object and reference beam can induce significant improvement of the signal, as demonstrated in Fig. 2(f) in comparison to Fig. 2(c). Figures 2(c) and 2(d) represent the reconstructed phase image $\varphi = \arg[u(r_f)]$ through a strong diffuser with $\sigma_D = 9\pi/5$ rad for the zero shift and $r_f = (26.5, 7.0) \mu m$, respectively.

The improvement of the image quality for $r_f \neq 0$ happens if the function $w_D$ [Eq. (1)] becomes more narrow and smooth, exhibiting a significant principal maximum with low side lobes; thus, leading to a good-quality function $w_D$. In the case of spatially incoherent light, the function $s$ [Eq. (2)] has a significant principal maximum. Hence, the quality of $w_D$ is determined by

---

**Fig. 3** Numerical simulation of the spatial coherence impact on the image amplitude $|u|$ and the image phase $\varphi = \arg(u)$ for NA = 0.25, $z_D = 3 \text{ mm}$. The object phase is represented by Fig. 2(a) to (d) Images obtained through a weak diffuser with $\sigma_D = 4\pi/5$ rad: (a) reconstructed amplitude and (b) phase for spatially incoherent light characterized by NA = 0.25; (c) reconstructed amplitude and (d) phase for almost spatially coherent light characterized by NA = 0.01. (e) to (h) Images obtained through a strong diffuser with $\sigma_D = 9\pi/5$ rad and $r_f = (26.5, 7.0) \mu m$ leading to the best reconstructed image quality, see Fig. 2(e) Amplitude and (f) phase reconstruction for NA = 0.25; (g) amplitude and (h) phase reconstruction for NA = 0.01. Due to higher coherence noise, phase unwrapping is not successful in the case of spatially coherent light (h).
the shape of function $p_D$ [Eq. (3)] and by the mutual shift $r_f$ of the functions $s$ and $p$. If there is at least a slightly significant direction of scattering $Q_{Df}$ in $T_D$ [Eq. (3)], $p_D$ [Eq. (3)] exhibits a small local maximum in some position, see Fig. 3(c). A proper transverse shift $r_f$ eliminates $Q_{Df}/T_D/K$ in Eq. (3) and leads to overlapping of $s$ and $p$ maxima and a good quality of the function $w_D$.

The good-quality function $w_D$ can appear only in a part of the field of view, as will be demonstrated in Sec. 3. The phase can then be unwrapped at least in the relevant part of the image with the good-quality $w_D$. The improvement in the phase reconstruction is also reflected by the increase of the amplitude $|u(r_f)|$. Finding the highest reconstructed amplitude image leads to the best possible phase reconstruction in the same region. For the nonzero shift $r_f \neq 0$, the phase background is tilted according to Eqs. (4) and (5) and has to be compensated.

The effect of the degree of spatial coherence on the image quality due to the coherence gating effect is illustrated in Fig. 3. It demonstrates the decrease of image quality with increasing spatial coherence of the light in the presence of a diffuser for $z_D = 3$ mm. Figures 3(a) and 3(d) represent imaging with a weak diffuser with $\sigma_D = 4\pi/5$ rad; Figs. 3(e) and 3(h) represent imaging with a strong diffuser with $\sigma_D = 9\pi/5$ rad and the shift $r_f = (26.3, 7.0) \mu m$, leading to the best possible image quality for this diffuser realization (both diffusers are expressed by the same phase transmission function as in Fig. 2). The effect of the increasing spatial coherence of light on the amplitude $|u|$ is demonstrated in Figs. 3(a) and 3(c) for the weak diffuser and in Figs. 3(e) and 3(g) for the strong diffuser. The same effect on phase $\varphi \equiv \arg(u)$ is simulated in Figs. 3(b) and 3(d) and Figs. 3(f) and 3(i) for the weak and strong diffusers, respectively.

The low spatial coherence is determined by $\varphi$ in Figs. 3(e) and 3(g) for the strong diffuser. The same effect of noise on the phase reconstruction is also reflected by the increase of the phase background is tilted according to Eqs. (4) and (5) and has to be compensated.

The obtained holograms were processed using the CCHM software, in which the Goldstein algorithm was chosen to unwrap the reconstructed phase and the phase background was then compensated. Although the phase shift of 8 rad is greater phase $\varphi_m$ and the standard deviation $\sigma$ of the phase values within the squares measured by means of the CCHM without a diffuser are summed. The surface of the sample was not smooth; therefore, $\sigma$ is quite high.

The following experiments verify the possibility of quantitative phase imaging (QPI) through static scattering media by means of CCHM [Fig. 4(a)]. A halogen lamp was used as a source, interference filter 650 nm with FWHM 10 nm (corresponding to the coherence length 42 $\mu m$), objective lenses $10 \times /0.3$, and spatially incoherent light characterized by NA$_S = 0.3$ [aperture A in Fig. 3(c) was fully open]. The optical magnification $M$ between the object and image plane was 40x. The weak and strong diffusers in the form of a microroughened surface were created on one side of coverslips by different times of sandblasting and placed 0.8 mm behind the object. The phase object was formed in a glass coverslip by squares with defined depths leading to the phase shifts of 0.1, 0.35, 4, 6, and 8 rad for $\lambda = 650$ nm. In the first two columns of Table 1, the mean

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Without diffuser</th>
<th>With a weak diffuser</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\varphi_m$ (rad)</td>
<td>$\sigma$ (rad)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.96</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.94</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.349</td>
<td>0.091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.09</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.95</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Comparison of the mean phase $\varphi_m$ and the standard deviation $\sigma$ of the phase values within the squares measured by means of the CCHM through scattering media.

Fig. 4 Experimental verification of quantitative phase imaging (QPI) of square objects through a weak diffuser. (a) The wrapped and (c) compensated unwrapped phase image of squares with phase shifts of 0.1, 0.35, 4, and 8 rad. The data were obtained without the diffuser. (b) The wrapped and (d) compensated unwrapped phase image of squares with phase shifts of 4, 6, and 8 rad. The data were obtained with a weak diffuser. (e) Comparison of the measured values along the black line in (c) with QPI values without the diffuser. (f) Comparison of the measured values along the black line in (d) with the reference QPI values obtained without the diffuser.
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than $2\pi$, the algorithm was mostly successful in the phase unwrapping (it depended also on the quality of focusing). There was obviously some evidence about the character of the phase changes at the square edge; therefore, the unwrapping was correct. In the case of an abrupt change, there is no certainty about the correct phase. However, it is possible to verify it by another measurement, e.g., with two different central wavelengths and to use the results for the multiwavelength digital holography. CCHM is an achronatic system allowing this kind of measurement.

Imaging of the phase object through a weak diffuser is presented in Fig. 5. Figure 5(a) illustrates the wrapped image phase; Fig. 5(c) depicts the unwrapped and compensated image phase of the object with phase shifts of 0.1, 0.35, and 4 rad. The phase distribution along the black line is compared with that obtained by CCHM without the diffuser [Fig. 5(e)]. Similarly, Fig. 5(b) illustrates the wrapped image phase, while Fig. 5(d) shows the unwrapped and compensated image phase of squares with phase shifts of 4, 6, and 8 rad through the weak diffuser. Fig. 5(f) compares the measured phase along the black line in Fig. 5(d) with and without a diffuser. The third and fourth columns of Table 1 sum up the mean phases $\phi_m$ and the standard deviations $\sigma$ of the phases measured in the interior of the biggest squares in Figs. (a) to (i). It is clear from Fig. 5 and Table 1 that

$$r_f = (3.12) \mu m$$

$$r_f = (10.3) \mu m$$

**Fig. 5** Experimental verification of QPI of square objects introducing phase shifts 4, 6, and 8 rad through a strong diffuser. The reconstructed amplitude image $|u|$ for (a) $r_f = (0,0) \mu m$, (b) $r_f = (3,12) \mu m$, and (c) $r_f = (10,3) \mu m$. The wrapped phase image for (d) $r_f = (0,0) \mu m$, (e) $r_f = (3,12) \mu m$, and (f) $r_f = (10,3) \mu m$. The compensated unwrapped phase image for (g) $r_f = (0,0) \mu m$, (h) $r_f = (3,12) \mu m$, and (i) $r_f = (10,3) \mu m$. (j) to (l) Comparison of the phase values obtained without the diffuser with the values along the white line in (g) to (i).
the phase shifts of 0.35 rad and greater are imaged well, however, with a higher standard deviation of the phase. Finer details are lost, as obvious for the phase of 0.098 rad. The QPI is possible in the whole field of view without difficulties and the best image is always formed by ballistic light.

Imaging through a strong diffuser is presented in Fig. 5. Figures 5(a), 5(c), and 5(e) are the reconstructed amplitudes, Figs. 5(b), 5(d), and 5(f) are the wrapped phases, Figs. 5(g), 5(h), and 5(i) are compensated unwrapped phases, and Figs. 5(j), 5(k), and 5(l) are phase distributions along the white line in Figs. 5(a), 5(c), and 5(e), compared with the values obtained by CCHM without the diffuser. The first column corresponds to the zero mutual shift \( r_f \) (imaging by means of the ballistic light); the second and third columns show imaging by means of diffuse light with a shift of \( r_f = 3.12 \) \( \mu \text{m} \) and \( r_f = 10.3 \) \( \mu \text{m} \), respectively. In the experiments, \( r_f \) was realized by the shift of the reference objective lens.

In the case of imaging through strongly scattering media, the reconstructed amplitude is weak and more noisy. The areas with a weak reconstructed amplitude correspond to the areas with high phase noise. If the phase differences in the adjacent points due to noise are greater than \( x \), the \( 2\pi \) shifts of the wrapped phase corresponding to the image are badly localizable. The unwrapping then fails, the compensated phase is destroyed, and information about the image phase is lost [see Figs. 5(c), 5(d), and 5(e)]. This is equivalent to the situation when the function \( w_D \) does not exhibit a significant principal maximum.

However, as discussed in Sec. 3, CCHM makes it possible to change the quality of the function \( w_D \) (and therefore also of the image) by the mutual shift \( r_f \) of the reference and object beam at the output plane. Then, in the region with the good-quality function \( w_D \), the local improvements of the modulus of amplitude, Figs. 5(b), 5(d), and 5(f), and decrease of the amount of the noise in the wrapped phase, Figs. 5(e), 5(h), and 5(j), appear. Then, the phase can be unwrapped and compensated more successfully [see Figs. 5(g), 5(i), and 5(k)]. The measurement is influenced by a greater error than in the case of weak diffuser; however, the mean values are relevant [see the regions \( x = (0:100) \mu \text{m} \) in Fig. 5(k) and \( x = (100:200) \mu \text{m} \) in Fig. 5(i)]. This region of the QPI quality is surrounded by a part of field in which the phase is unwrapped and visualized, however, is not relevant [see the regions \( x = (125:260) \mu \text{m} \) in Fig. 5(k) and \( x = (200:280) \mu \text{m} \) in Fig. 5(i)]. Some parts of Figs. 5(h) and 5(i) cannot be unwrapped because the quality of the function \( w_D \) is not sufficient here.

Figure 6 illustrates the amplitude and phase imaging through a weak diffuser placed 0.8 mm behind the sample for the case of spatially incoherent light, and almost fully coherent light. Figures 6(a), 6(c), and 6(e) present reconstructed amplitude, wrapped phase, and compensated unwrapped phase, respectively, observed by means of CCHM without a diffuser and with spatially incoherent light. In the other cases, a weak diffuser was used. Figures 6(b), 6(d), and 6(f) show the reconstructed amplitude [Fig. 6(b)], wrapped phase [Fig. 6(d)], and compensated wrapped phase [Fig. 6(f)] with spatially incoherent light. In both cases, the changeable aperture was fully open and the illuminating beam filled the condenser pupil, i.e., \( NA = NA_s = 0.3 \); the exposure time was 100 ms. The measured phase [Fig. 6(f)] was comparable to the results [Fig. 6(c)] for all three square objects [see Table 1]. Figures 6(g), 6(h), and 6(i) illustrate the amplitude, wrapped, and compensated unwrapped image phase with increased spatial coherence of light. The area of the aperture was reduced to 0.1%, which corresponds to \( NA_s = 0.02 \); the exposure time was 8 s. The speckles visible in Fig. 6(g) make unwrapping of the image phase [Fig. 6(h)] impossible. Obviously, the spatially incoherent light can significantly improve the quality of the obtained CCHM image due to the coherence gating effect (in contrast to the spatially coherent illumination) and thus make QPI possible also through scattering media.

5 Experiment with Living Cells

CCHM is primarily used for experiments with biological objects. The coherence gating effect makes possible observation of these objects when they are treated in turbid or stationary scattering media. The time-lapse QPI of colorectal carcinoma cells by CCHM and corresponding unwrapped phase images are shown in Fig. 7. Living cells under the 4-mm-thick layer of 0.15% bioactive phospholipid emulsion (BAP) in the cultivation medium are barely visible in the Zernike phase contrast, while in CCHM QPI, one can recognize intracellular

![Amplitude](image1.png)
![Wrapped phase](image2.png)
![Compensated phase](image3.png)
components. In the series, it is clearly seen that BAP affects not only the cells at the colony edge, but also the cells inside the colony are hit almost at the same time. This indicates that BAP strikes cancer cells indiscriminately of the protection provided by full contact with neighbor cells. A halogen lamp with interference filter 650 nm with FWHM 10 nm, objective lenses $20 \times /0.5$, and spatially incoherent light characterized by $N_{A_S} = 0.29$ were used in the experiment.

6 Conclusion

This study presents a mathematical description of 2-D object imaging through a thin phase scattering layer by means of CCHM. The results of quantitative phase imaging were numerically simulated and experimentally verified for a weak and strong diffuser characterized by a different ratio of amounts of ballistic and diffuse light. The paper has shown that the phase image can be formed both by ballistic and diffuse light, with resolution comparable or slightly worse than without the diffuser. The quality of the image behind a strong diffuser depends on the mutual shift $r_f$ of the reference and object beam images at the output plane. In some cases, the object can be imaged by both ballistic ($r_f = 0$) and diffuse ($r_f \neq 0$) light, and in other cases by the diffuse light only with surprisingly good image quality. The signal is, however, more noisy, the resolution worse, and in some cases, the imaging can be rather a phase visualization technique. Even the best choice of $r_f$ can usually lead to a good-quality QPI in a limited area of the image field. However, this area can be extended recombining images for several $r_f$.

The authors have also demonstrated the influence of the degree of spatial coherence on the quality of the image created through a thin scattering layer, for weak and strong diffusers. The numerical simulations and experimental results confirm the benefits of the spatially incoherent light for imaging through scattering media by means of CCHM. The results can be useful in biomedical applications and research, for example, for assessment of reactions of carcinoma cells to various drugs, which exhibit scattering properties.
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